PRINT & DIGITAL CONVENTION
7 and 8 May 2019

Solutions for
multichannel marketing

Theme worlds in the era
of digital transformation

Experience live:
staged campaigns
and product highlights

www.printdigitalconvention.de
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Editorial

HERE,
PRINT & DIGITAL CONVENTION
ON THE ROAD TO SUCCESS
The third edition of the interactive exhibition in Dusseldorf
will take place on 7 and 8 May 2019. With its integrated
Theme Worlds, the convention exhibition again bridges
the gap between technology and concrete solutions.
In the spotlight: trends, innovations and tried-and-tested
solutions in a business context. This is real added value
by providing crucial inspiration for day-to-day business
and tasks in communication and marketing.
PRINT & DIGITAL CONVENTION is thus evolving into
a leading event, not only for media producers, but also for
all decision-makers from industry, commerce, marketing
and IT. Here, relevant trends of the present and groundbreaking solutions of the future are showcased and put
to test in a real-life context.
Marketing and communication managers, agencies,
publishers and media service providers are faced with
the challenge of staying tuned in to new technologies for
the realisation of creative ideas that can be implemented
efficiently with new, fresh impulses. PRINT & DIGITAL
CONVENTION shows the possibilities and offers a
unique mix of digital and print to implement trendsetting multichannel strategies.

RELEVANT FOR
PRINT & DIGITAL
The PRINT & DIGITAL CONVENTION
presents solutions for multichannel marketing
in a trade fair with an accompanying lecture
and workshop programme.

PRINT as a communication channel with
a supporting role in the communication mix.

DIGITAL for strategies and software
solutions for cross-media communication.
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LECTURES & WORKSHOPS
Dieter Beller

CEO
Fachverband Medienproduktion e.V.

Organizer: Fachverband Medienproduktion eV
in partnership with Messe Düsseldorf/drupa

The entire 2-day programme is divided
into 4 parallel workshops:
MARKETING AUTOMATION
VALUE ADDED PRINTING
TECNOLOGY/KNOW-HOW
DIALOGUE MARKETING

Print & Digital
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COMMUNICATION BECOMES AN EXPERIENCE

1.500
VISITORS
expected on two days from
D/A/CH, BENELUX and
from all over Europe.

2 DAYS FOR

Marketeers and decision makers
from the advertising Industry
Print buyers and manufacturers from
advertising, production agencies and publishers
Media buyers
Communication decision-makers
Creatives, designers, graphic artists
Printers, digital print service providers,
manufacturers and agents

CONVENTION AND LECTURE
PROGRAMME

Supply industry for print

printdigitalconvention.de

2 DAYS WITH
Marketing for all senses
Printed products
Finishing solutions
Haptic materials
Audio-visual communication
Software & Technology
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Theme Worlds

ALL INDUSTRIES. ALL TRENDS. ONE EVENT.
Seven Theme Worlds examine innovations, trends and visions relating to marketing realisation,
marketing automation and content marketing – across all touchpoints of the customer journey.

DIALOGUE MARKETING forges a path for genuine
customer communication, enables a deeper understanding of customers and their needs. This helps products
to achieve real and emotional added value and increases
the success of companies. Individualisation and personalisation are the big players here, giving customers the
feeling of being valued and taken seriously. But this requires additional communication effort. This is solved by
cross-channel, software-based applications for the acquisition, evaluation, processing and output of relevant data.

VALUE ADDED PRINTING stands for a unique
communication experience. A value-added promise that
is fulfilled through visual, haptic, olfactory and interactive
finishing options that increase awareness of brands, products and communication. Printed communication uses
multi-sensor technology to generate emotions, interactive
effects to ensure intensive, playful interaction, and digital
technology to convey information.
FURTHER PROCESSING also signifies a love of detail.
Communication with added value is achieved by processing that deviates from standard methods such as folding,
gluing and cutting. The finest contours are realized by
simple creative ideas. Perforations appear as patterns,
slipcases pack elegantly and leporellos present the big
picture with an unusual folding technique. Creative further
processing attracts attention and brings fun when discovering print products.
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Theme Worlds // Reasons
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PRINT & DIGITAL CONVENTION

LABELS & PACKAGING is communication up close
to the customer. Innovative materials, digital technologies
such as NFC, attention-grabbing print finishes, effective
security features and smart packaging solutions open
up the playing field for direct and efficient interaction –
at the point of sale and online.
PRINTED ELECTRONICS Innovative technology is
growing dynamically and creating new products with
unique selling points that offer consumers new functionalities. The development of this field is also transforming
customer and brand communication.
BRAND & PRODUCT The distribution of complex
content, including interactive real-time communication,
requires new processes and digital tools in marketing.
Social media marketing is indispensable and all touchpoints along the customer journey must be reached.
Efficient product communication in omnichannel commerce can hardly be handled by companies without a
central master data system. Multichannel publishing
systems support content-driven, editorial corporate
and marketing communication.
INTERIOR / EXTERIOR DESIGN allows the appearance of brand and company. At trade fairs, at the point of
sale and out-of-home, the message of the brand, product
and company catches the eye with large-format and
detailed designs.
Digital signage, traditional displays and banners and individual digital printing in the room and on its furnishings
create a harmonious overall picture. These solutions support the communication with customers and transport
brand and image, both inside and outside.
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GOOD REASONS FOR
YOUR PARTICIPATION
MORE THAN AN EXHIBITION
Experience real-life marketing realisation
stories. Receive valuable strategic suggestions, information and recommendations
through the exhibition and lecture programme.

INSPIRING VARIETY
OF TOPICS
Whether product or brand communication,
omnichannel, technologies for print and
digital, business or future – the range of
topics is diverse and offers endless possibilities to discover trends and receive inspiration.

TEST AND EXPERIENCE
PRODUCTS AND SERVICES
Experience new innovative technologies,
creative products and outstanding achievements in media production.

EXPAND BUSINESS
The Convention is a meeting point to discuss and network, also with other decision-makers, and to engage in dialogue,
education and inspiration. Experience digital
trends and future business potential and
meet all major service providers and partners.

HAVE WE WON YOU OVER?
Tickets at:
printdigitalconvention.de
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Best-Practice

HIGHLIGHT-GUIDE
Various scenarios are available that stage printing
technology, software applications, finishing highlights,
cross-media and marketing measures for brands and
products in the context of a campaign. The project
implementations are embedded in real brand demonstrations and an exhibition of all communication
elements, some of which are produced live at the
trade fair.
The Highlight Guide documents all best practice examples by naming the participating partners and their services. The Highlight Guide is published online and in a
printed version for PRINT & DIGITAL CONVENTION.

EDELMEISTER COMPETITION

The categories:

- Brochures, Commercial Print
- Mailings, Selfmailer, Dialogue Marketing
- Labels
- Packagings
- Posters
All information about the competition and
entries are available at
www.edelmeister-wettbewerb.de
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The competition honours design ideas and print products that have been realised using current digital print
finishing techniques on appropriate substrates.
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Edelmeister is the prize for the most creative digital print finishing. The competition shows how print
products become seductive eye-catchers and attention-grabbing communication tools.
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Printmediamaga-in

Exhibitors // Partners
Macht Entscheider entscheidungssicher.
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DRUCKMARKT
Printmediamaga-in
Mediapartners

DRUCKMARKT
Printmediamaga-in

Macht Entscheider entscheidungssicher.

DRUCKMARKT

DAS Portal rund um Brief, Paket, E-Mail & Co.

Printmediamaga-in

DRUCKMARKT
macht Entscheider

entscheidungssicher

VORSTUFE · CROSS MEDIA · DRUCK · WEITERVERARBEITUNG

DRUCKMARKT
Printmediamaga-in

DRUCKMARKT
Printmediamaga-in

Cooperation Partners
DRUCKMARKT
macht Entscheider entscheidungssicher

DRUCKMARKT
macht Entscheider entscheidungssicher

DRUCKMARKT
macht Entscheider entscheidungssicher

Exhibitors

novo.de

EO
LEO

OTTO THEOBALD

ONLINE BUSINESS APPLICATIONS

A&L

Agentur &
Lettershop

Mailings · Direktwerbung · Versand

KREYE SIEBDRUCK GMBH
www.kreye-siebdruck.de

www.limego.de

paul + paul
Display /// Mailing /// Verpackung

GROSSFORMAT AM AIRPORT

Rezepte für neue Effekte & Veredelungen live erleben

Pfade

YOUR TICKET
FOR BEST BUSINESS

DATES

Tuesday, 7 May 2019
Wednesday, 8 May 2019
TIME

9.00 am – 6.00 pm
7 May from 6.00 pm networking event
open to all
LOC ATION

CCD Congress Center Düsseldorf

CCD Congress Center /
Stadthalle
CCD Süd

Eingang Süd/
Entrance South

TICKE TS
TRADE FAIR:
Day ticket
2-day ticket

EUR 25 ,00
EUR 35 ,00

TRADE FAIR AND LECTURES:
Day ticket
EUR 145 ,00
2-day ticket
EUR 195 ,00

All prices are subject to VAT.
Ticket prices include daily catering.

REGISTER NOW
Tickets at:
printdigitalconvention.de

www.printdigitalconvention.de

Facts // Impressions

PRINT & DIGITAL CONVENTION
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